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Abstract
We describe various test selection techniques from Lustre descriptions using the tool GATeL. The
Lustre language is declarative and describes synchronous data-ﬂow computations. Our test gen-
eration tool interprets the language constructs as boolean and integer interval constraints. Test
sequence generation is automated using constraint logic programming techniques. GATeL provides
various mechanisms to allow testers to deﬁne their own selection strategies. They are illustrated
on an simple example.
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1 Introduction
It is now well established that the use of a formal speciﬁcation in a develop-
ment process is of great interest even if, due to lack of time or resources, it is
not subsequently used. Indeed a formal speciﬁcation provides a concise and
precise document for testing purposes: it gives solid basis for oracle decisions,
and, when executable, it allows the automation of test data generation and
submission. A substantial amount of work has been carried out around on
model-based testing from classical speciﬁcation languages, e.g.: Loft for ax-
iomatic speciﬁcations [12], [6] for VDM, [17] for Z, [19] for Promela, BZ-Tools
for the B Method [11], TGV for input/output automata [7]. Here, we present
a model-based testing technique from Lustre descriptions, supported by the
tool GATeL[13].
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Lustre is a speciﬁcation and programming language for the description of
synchronous data-ﬂow computations (cyclic computations). It is used for reac-
tive control/command systems, mainly for electrical power production appli-
cations. The ﬁnal code may be either generated automatically or hand coded
(for eﬃciency reasons, or in order to reuse existing code). We assume that
we work in the second context, where Lustre is merely used as a speciﬁcation
language.
While this language beneﬁts from powerful veriﬁcation tools (using model-
checking techniques such as in Lesar [10]), there is still a demand for adequate
testing techniques. Several methods and tools have been proposed for the
testing of synchronous reactive systems. They include those based on a Lus-
tre model such as Lutess [4,5], and Lurette [16], and the statistical method
presented in [18]. Lutess and Lurette both consider the testing of reactive
programs in a black-box framework. Lustre is not imposed for the system
speciﬁcation but is used for the speciﬁcation of the environment in which the
program is embedded. Inputs of the program under test at each cycle must
then conform to this speciﬁcation. The computed outputs are then checked
against an oracle deﬁned by invariant (safety) properties. Lurette handles
boolean and numeric data ﬂows, while Lutess only deals with boolean data.
However, Lutess allows the description of a richer environment (operational
proﬁles and behavioral patterns). Another testing method [18] makes it pos-
sible to generate random test sequences which guarantee a statistical coverage
of the structure of a Lustre program. Input distributions are deﬁned on the
control automata derived from the program under test. These distributions
are deﬁned so as to balance branch probabilities, and then taken into account
during random generation of test sequences.
GATeL[13] is another tool supporting test sequence generation from Lus-
tre descriptions. As in Lutess or Lurette, a speciﬁcation of the environment
describing the possible evolution of the inputs can be considered during test
sequence generation. These inputs ﬂows are speciﬁed by invariant properties
(with the assert directive of Lustre) on inputs and past outputs, so as to re-
ﬂect the reaction of the environment. Test sequence generation can also focus
on test objectives as in classical approaches to protocol testing (test purposes,
[19,7]). A test objective can be a safety property (an invariant expressed with
an assert) or a declarative characterization of some interesting states of the
system under test, expressed with a reach directive speciﬁc to GATeL. The
characterization of the states to be reached is a boolean property expressed
in Lustre, so it is possible (with the help of temporal operators) to test any
property that can be expressed as an observation of the past. These compo-
nents are translated into a constraint system using an interpretation of the
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language constructs as boolean, integer interval constraints and guarded con-
straints (for the handling of control and temporal operators). Test sequence
generation is then automated using constraint logic programming techniques.
The use of a specialized constraint solver for the generation of test data is
already the basis of several test generation tools, either for functional testing
as in [11,15,20], or for structural testing as in [2,8,9,14].
In most model-based approaches, a particular testing strategy is deﬁned
according to the underlying model. The strategy usually relies on a prede-
ﬁned coverage criterion chosen according to the structure of the model. For
instance, if the model belongs to the ﬁnite state machine family, the criterion
can be to cover all states, or all transitions, or both [19,7,18]. Concerning state
based models, it can be a coverage of boundary values of state components
[6,17,11], or a coverage of operators sub-cases (e.g. branches of if-then-else
statements [12,6,20,11]). Each criterion addresses a particular class of faults.
However, in the case of a combinatorial explosion due to the coverage of a
predeﬁned criterion, it may become useful to change the criterion. Moreover,
generating numerous test cases is useless when the resources devoted to the
testing stage do not allow the execution and result evaluation of each of them.
Finally, for the certiﬁcation of highly critical systems, certiﬁcation agencies
must apply the diversiﬁcation paradigm when they have to validate such sys-
tems. In the context of software testing, this means that they must be able
to apply their own test selection strategies. For these reasons, we preferred in
GATeL to provide the user with the basic mechanisms allowing the deﬁnition
of customized selection strategies for the application under test.
After a brief presentation of Lustre and the resolution procedure used in
GATeL, we will present these basic selection mechanisms in the rest of the
paper. The ﬁrst one relies on the notion of test objective, and we will take a
microwave oven controller as a simple example. We then explore on the same
example the technique of interactive domain splitting by exploring sub-cases
of the initial constraint system. This technique is based either on predeﬁned
operator sub-cases or user-deﬁned integration scenarios.
2 Lustre
Lustre [10] belongs to the synchronous data-ﬂow language family. It was de-
veloped at the Grenoble IMAG institute. Lustre is not just another academic
language but is eﬀectively used in industry due to its numerous advantages
(e.g. Schneider Electric, Aerospatiale). It provides both a textual and a graph-
ical notation, the latter being similar to those used in hardware design (block
diagrams, operators net, etc.).
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The underlying model of a Lustre program is that of a time-driven automa-
ton. It describes cyclic behavior between two consecutive ticks of a global
clock. At each tick, it gets all its input data and computes them so as to
deﬁne the corresponding outputs. Each input (resp. output) data-ﬂow is the
sequence built from the successive data received (resp. emitted) during the
temporal run of the program. Synchronization of all processes is speciﬁed by
the fact that the computation time is bounded by the following tick. Thus, at
each cycle, all the data ﬂows have the same length.
Programs and sub-programs blocks are called nodes. Each computed vari-
able (output or local) is deﬁned by a single equation where its name occurs on
the left-hand side, the right-hand side being its deﬁning expression. This ex-
pression can refer to past values of the deﬁned variable and to other variables
(present or past values).
const cycle_duration = 1; -- cycle duration set to one second
node oven (start, abort, open: bool; duration: int)
returns (remaining_time: int; cooking, bell: bool) ;
var
running: bool;
let
running = if (open or abort)
then false
else if start
then true
else (false -> pre(running));
remaining_time =
if running
then (duration ->
if start
then if pre(remaining_time) = 0
then duration -- new cooking
else pre(remaining_time) -- restart
else if (pre(remaining_time) > cycle_duration)
then (pre(remaining_time) - cycle_duration)
else 0)
else if abort
then 0
else (0 -> pre(remaining_time));
cooking = running and (remaining_time > 0);
bell = false ->
((remaining_time = 0) and (pre(remaining_time) > 0));
tel;
Let us consider the simpliﬁed model of a microwave oven controller. The
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reaction is described with four inputs and three outputs. The boolean input
data ﬂows start and abort correspond respectively to the start and abort
buttons of the oven, they are true when the user pushes the corresponding
button. The input open is set by a sensor on the oven door, it is true while
the door remains open. The input duration is the cooking duration in sec-
onds programmed by the user. The output parameter remaining_time is the
remaining time (in seconds) until the end of cooking which is displayed on
the screen of the oven. The boolean output cooking is connected to a sym-
bol highlighted on the screen when cooking is in progress. Finally, the bell
parameter triggers the ringing of a bell when cooking is ﬁnished or aborted.
Let us describe the deﬁnition of the local variable running. It is true when
cooking has been started (at the current cycle or at a previous one) and has
never been aborted and the door never been opened since the beginning of
cooking. The expression used for its deﬁnition uses two particular temporal
operators: -> and pre. The operator pre returns its parameter value at the
previous cycle. Thus running is recursively deﬁned over a discrete time. The
operator -> is used for initializations and returns at the ﬁrst cycle the value
of its ﬁrst parameter, and at any later cycle the value of its second parameter.
Other Lustre operators, e.g. if then else, boolean operators (and, not,...),
arithmetic operators (-,...) and comparisons (>,...), are more classic. They
refer only to the values of their arguments at the current cycle.
Invariant properties can be stated with the assert directive, which oper-
ates on a boolean expression that must be satisﬁed at each cycle. Let us come
back to the above example. It can be extended with the assertion given below.
This assertion states that the oven is never started and aborted in the same
cycle.
assert not (start and abort) ;
3 GATeL prerequisites
A testing method usually follows three classical steps: test case selection
and input data generation, submission, oracle. Within Lustre these steps
are adapted as follows:
• selection of test cases and input data generation : for each selected test
case, test inputs are sequences of equal length, with values of adequate data
types;
• test submission: the program under test is executed on test sequences in
order to obtain the corresponding outputs;
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• the oracle compares computed outputs from the program with the outputs
expected from the speciﬁcation.
GATeL provides mechanisms allowing a tester to deﬁne his own selection
strategy. It completely automates the generation of input sequences for each
test case derived from the selection strategy. GATeL also provides the in-
formation needed to construct an oracle. Our tool systematically computes
from the Lustre model, inputs, outputs and truth values of the test objective
at each cycle. These evaluated outputs constitutes the expected ones which
should be compared to actual outputs of the program under test, and thus
represents a partial oracle. The mechanisms proposed to assist the deﬁnition
of selection strategies use some of the control features of the resolution pro-
cedure involved in test sequences generation. Before going further in their
presentation, we ﬁrst describe the principles of our resolution procedure.
3.1 GATeL kernel
The kernel of GATeL is a resolution procedure for constraints built from an
interpretation of Lustre constructions over boolean variables, variables with
integer intervals (real numbers or ﬂoating-point number arithmetic are not
considered yet), and a special synchronization constraint for the status of each
cycle (whose value is eitherinitial, or non_initial). Resolution proceeds
by successive elimination of all constraints. A non-deterministic instantiation
procedure (called “labelling” in the logic programming community) instanti-
ates the variables involved in the constraints. In order to avoid erroneous val-
uations, a constraint propagation mechanism continuously checks constraint
satisﬁability. The instantiation of a variable "awakes" the propagation of re-
lated constraints, which can disappear (when solved) or awake/create other
constraints.
The temporal operators make it impossible to always predict how long each
test sequence will need to be. However, this length is bounded by a parameter
tunable by the user. When a constraint needs the value of a variable at a
previous cycle (operator pre), whose status is unknown, the status of the
current cycle (attached to the constraint) is instantiated to non_initial and
a previous cycle is created.
The equation deﬁning a variable is introduced as a constraint only when
needed, i.e. when some constraint needs the value of this variable. This “lazy”
insertion of constraints makes it possible to minimize the average number of
constraints and thus the amount of memory needed (memory also depends on
the number of “labelling” steps).
When all constraints are solved, we get a partial instantiation of input
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data ﬂows (some input values may not be needed during resolution). Ground
test sequences are then computed by a random instantiation of the remaining
input variables (inside the interval bounds for integer variables). The expected
output sequences (for the oracle) are then computed by a simple evaluation
step.
GATeL eﬃciency relies on several specialized heuristics, for the choice
of the variable to be instantiated during the labelling steps or consistency
checking during propagation. Classically, the chosen variable must awake the
maximal number of constraints, while minimizing the average branching of the
resolution tree (variable with the smallest domain). To facilitate this choice,
the global constraint system is structured into smaller independent ones ac-
cording to constraint dependencies. Consistency checks rely on the usual arc-
consistency reﬁned with refutation mechanisms for boolean constraints, and
abstraction of constraint relationships for integer ones. For a more complete
description of our tool, please refer to [13].
4 Deﬁning a test objective
Test sequences are generated from a testing description involving three Lus-
tre components: a model of the program under test, a speciﬁcation of its
environment and a test objective.
The speciﬁcation of the environment contains assertions about current/past
inputs and possibly about past outputs (since the program under test reacts
with its environment). The point here is to ﬁlter out from all the possible be-
havior of the model the behaviors corresponding to realistic reactions. Each
statement should thus be carefully checked. Moreover, since several assertions
may involve the same variables, the consistency of the model gets harder to
ensure as it gets larger. In order to check an environment speciﬁcation the
model can be animated using simple random simulations for a limited number
of cycles. At each cycle, assertions coming from the environment are intro-
duced as constraints on input values, which are then randomly instantiated
inside their restricted domain so that the computed outputs also remain within
valid domains. Indeed, for integer variables this computation could lead to
values outside the authorized bounds so it is controlled by a formal integer
interval arithmetic.
The test objective states some important expected properties of the pro-
gram under test to be checked. Such properties must be consequences of
the model restricted by the environment speciﬁcation (we will see later how
refutation can be used to ensure this point). Generally, these properties cor-
respond to the formalization of information found in the requirements doc-
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uments. They can be either invariant properties or reachability properties.
They may involve inputs/outputs (and if necessary, local variables). Invariant
properties are stated with the assert directive. The properties that must be
satisﬁed in at least one cycle (in fact, in the last cycle of sequences built by
GATeL) are stated by reach directives. We have added this reach directive
to Lustre in order to exercise input/output properties which are not invariant,
but satisﬁed only at some speciﬁc point in the execution. If the same prop-
erty has to be proved it would be expressed with the state to be reached as
a precondition. However, for test purposes, we are only interested in the case
in which the precondition is true. The reach directive allow us to make it
explicit. The full Lustre syntax is available for the argument of a reach. We
can thus express any observation of the past.
With such a testing description, test sequences are generated as solutions
of the constraint system built from the conjunction of constraints derived from
each component.
4.1 Example
Now let us illustrate the deﬁnition of a test objective for our microwave oven
example. The invariant given in section 2 is a part of a description of the en-
vironment. Here are further environment constraints and their corresponding
Lustre translation:
• Cooking duration is strictly positive and less than or equal to one hour.
• Start is not possible during cooking.
• Abort and door opening cannot occur simultaneously, abort is possible if
the door is closed or was already opened at previous cycle.
• Similarly, start and door closing cannot occur simultaneously: start is al-
lowed when the door was previously closed (except in the ﬁrst cycle) and is
still closed.
• Cooking duration may be modiﬁed only when a start occurs after a normal
end of cooking or an abort (in both cases pre(remaining_time) = 0).
assert (duration > 0) and (duration <= 3600);
assert implies(start, (true -> not(pre(cooking))));
assert implies(abort and open, (true -> pre(open)));
assert implies(start, not(open) and (true -> not(pre(open))));
assert (true ->
(if duration = pre(duration)
then true
else (start and (pre(remaining_time) = 0))));
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Now we can try out our environment constraints with random simulations.
The length of the sequences is bounded by a parameter which is tunable by
the user (here 10). Cycles are numbered backwards (0 is the last cycle). Even
though the behavior of the environment seems realistic, some interesting typ-
ical situations are not reached. For instance (see following table), a standard
use of the oven is almost never tried out, since it implies avoiding an abort
for several cycles in a row.
#Cycle start abort open duration rem_time cooking bell
9 false false true 2153 0 false false
8 false true true 2153 0 false false
7 false false false 2153 0 false false
6 false true false 2153 0 false false
5 false true false 2153 0 false false
4 true false false 1026 1026 true false
3 false false false 1026 1026 false false
2 false true true 1026 0 false true
1 false true true 1026 0 false false
0 false true true 1026 0 false false
Random simulation as a way to generate test sequences could be further
reﬁned, however this was not its primary goal in GATeL. Some other tools
have developed reﬁnements of this simple method (Lutess or Lurette).
An interesting objective to reach would be a completed cooking session,
that is an occurrence of bell while start occurred at least once and without
an abort since the last start occurred. The temporal operators once_at_least
and never_since_last observe the past of their parameters and may be de-
ﬁned in Lustre just like any other nodes.
After grouping the environment assertions together in a node env_oven,
the whole test description can be assigned to a single test node obj1_oven as
follows. In this node, the reach directive is specially commented (with (*!
!*)) so as to ensure compatibility of the ﬁle with other Lustre tools.
node obj1_oven (start, abort, open: bool; duration: int)
returns (remaining_time: int; cooking, bell: bool) ;
let
assert env_oven(start,abort,open,cooking,duration,remaining_time);
(remaining_time, cooking, bell) =
oven(start, abort, open, duration);
(*! reach bell and
once_at_least(start) and
never_since_last(abort,start,false) !*)
tel;
Loading the test description above in GATeL leads to this partial sequence:
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#Cycle start abort open duration remaining_time bell
? ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 _ false false 1..3600 1 _
0 false false false 1..3600 0 true
Indeed, due to the test objective, the values of some ﬂows are known at the
last cycle (cycle 0), and at a previous cycle. These values and the existence of
at least two cycles are direct consequences of the testing description deduced
by the initial deterministic propagation step.The generation of a sequence for
this test objective can give for instance the completed cooking session of 4
cycles duration:
#Cycle start abort open duration rem_time cooking bell
4 true false false 4 4 true false
3 false false false 4 3 true false
2 false false false 4 2 true false
1 false false false 4 1 true false
0 false false false 4 0 false true
Due to random instantiations during labelling steps and constraint propa-
gation, another run would lead to sequences of diﬀerent length with diﬀerent
values. Thus, we cannot guarantee minimality of the generated test sequences.
However, we can exhibit instances of behavior that can further be diﬀerenti-
ated (see section 5).
4.2 Refutation of invariant properties
The previous test objective was the Lustre expression of a reachability prop-
erty. The generation of one test sequence shows that this property is eﬀectively
a consequence of the testing description. If the test objective is an expected
invariant property, it is important to check its real invariance w.r.t. the testing
description. The resolution procedure may also be used to prove or disprove
invariant properties of Lustre models using refutation. Given a model and an
expected invariant property P , a test objective is deﬁned by reach not(P).
Then GATeL is asked to generate a test sequence for this objective. If a se-
quence is found, it is a counter-example of the invariance of P . On the other
hand, due to the bounded completeness of our resolution procedure, when no
sequence is found, one can only deduce that within the bounds deﬁned by
global parameters (maximal number of past cycles, size of the initial interval
for integer variables), this property is invariant. The resolution procedure is
used here as a semi-algorithm. However, after an analysis of error messages
given by GATeL, one can often conclude that this failure is not caused by
these global parameters but by the property itself, thus ensuring invariance.
Thus, refutation can be used to check the consistency of any invariant,
and helps during the elaboration of a Lustre model. For example, we can
check that it is not possible for the oven to cook while the door is open. This
property must be invariant and can be exercised with the following objective:
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(*! reach (cooking and open) !*)
When introduced with the environment and the model of the oven, GA-
TeL immediately detects the unsatisﬁability of the corresponding constraint
system.
5 Assistance in the design of test selection strategies
At this point we have just shown how to select one test case using a test
objective. Keeping only one solution of the constraints system amounts to
considering that each solution has an equal interest. In other words, we assume
that any test sequence reaching the objective has the same power to reveal
faults. Such uniformity hypotheses [3] are common but often too strong. Test
cases are smaller domains on which theses hypotheses get more realistic.
There are two diﬀerent ways to describe test cases in GATeL. The ﬁrst one
relies on an interactive unfolding of Lustre operators of the current constraint
system. In this case, test cases are deﬁned by a structural decomposition of
the initial constraint system. This method allows a ﬁne grained coverage of
Lustre expressions, and thus is best used within unit testing. The second one
uses predeﬁned functional scenarios attached to variables. A scenario can be
seen as a high level splitting method, since the user identiﬁes which parts of
the domain to explore, only exhibiting particular instances of behavior among
all possible ones. This method can be used during the integration phase, since
scenarios may involve the composition of several nodes.
5.1 Unfolding of Lustre operators
The initial constraint system is built from assertions at each known cycle, from
properties occurring in reach directives at the last cycle, and from necessary
data ﬂow variables deﬁnitions. This system characterizes a domain of validity
of the uniformity hypotheses. We propose a splitting technique of this domain
adapted from the unfolding technique of the tool Loft [12]. It makes it possible
to recursively split sub-domains according to predeﬁned sub-cases of Lustre
operators.
For example, for a constraint “Si = if Condi then ExpThen else ExpElse”
where Condi is a variable at the cycle i, by unfolding of if then else we can
derive two sub-domains. The ﬁrst sub-domain includes all test sequences such
that Condi is true, while the second sub-domain includes all test sequences
such that Condi is false. These two sub-domains are characterized by the con-
straints systems obtained after propagation of Condi valuations. They can be
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split again by unfolding an operator occurring in their constraints.
At each unfolding step, GATeL shows the operators that can be unfolded
(top-level operators of an expression whose evaluation is needed). Thus, the
user can interactively and dynamically tune the kind and number of sub-
domains. Furthermore, domain splitting can be applied to the constraints
system deﬁning an output chosen by the user. In this case, unfolding builds
the path predicates of the selected output at an arbitrary cycle. In this way
a structural coverage of the expressions involved in the computation of the
selected output can be obtained. This technique can thus also be used when
the Lustre description is the program itself.
Here is an excerpt of the list of operators which can be unfolded by GA-
TeL (and their sub-cases).
• Ai = not(Exp): 2 cases corresponding to Ai valuations;
• Ai = Exp1 and Exp2: 3 possibilities tunable by user,
· sequential and (default): 2 cases corresponding to Ai valuations;
· lazy and: 3 cases,
(i) Ai ← true ∧ true = Exp1 ∧ true = Exp2,
(ii) Ai ← false ∧ false = Exp1,
(iii) Ai ← false ∧ false = Exp2;
· normal and: 4 cases corresponding to its truth table;
• Ai = Exp1 =< Exp2: 2 cases (Ai valuations) or 3 cases (=, < or >), tunable
by user,
• Ai = Exp1 -> Exp2:
(i) the status of cycle i is initial,
(ii) the status of cycle i is non_initial.
If a complete coverage is sought, a systematic unfolding could be under-
taken. This would lead to an “all paths” coverage criterion. However, due
to the presence of temporal operators, an inﬁnite unfolding (in fact bounded
by a global parameter) would be possible. It is because of this speciﬁcity of
Lustre that we believe interactive operation is more appropriate.
5.2 Unfolding tools in GATeL
Suppose one wants to observe two diﬀerent kinds of sequences for the test
objective given in the previous section: those where the door remains closed
during cooking, and others where the door has been opened during cooking,
both without abort since the beginning of cooking. We will try to characterize
some test sequences for both cases by successive unfolding of Lustre operators.
After loading the former testing description, a ﬁrst way to proceed consists
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in a selection of unfoldable operators from the Lustre deﬁnition of "active"
variables (whose deﬁnition has already been propagated). Several operators
can be selected at each step, each operator can be unfoldable at several cycles
and in several cases. Since all values were set at cycle 0, no further operator can
be selected for this ﬁnal cycle. However, the upper-most -> of the deﬁnition
of variable remaining_time is unfoldable at cycle 1. Selecting this operator,
we get the two sub-domains corresponding to the possible status of cycle 1.
If cycle 1 is initial, we get a partial sequence of two cycles where the door
was not opened. Otherwise (if cycle 1 is not initial) another previous cycle is
created.
In this second case, the deﬁnition of remaining_time at cycle 1 is reduced
to the second argument of the previous -> (the non-initial case). Thus, the if
then else operator at the top-level of this expression becomes unfoldable.
This unfolding deﬁnes a splitting between sequences where no start occurred
at cycle 1 and others where it did (start being the condition of this operator).
In order to get sequences where this start is a re-start (which is the situation
we want to focus on), we can simply indicate that the remaining time was not
set to 0 at the previous cycle. This can be done with a last unfolding of the
next if then else of the deﬁnition in this case.
The deﬁnition of the variable remaining_time in the main window of
GATeL after this splitting process is shown in Figure 1. The color code for
operators is the following: blue when unfoldable (a menu appears in order to
choose the cycle and the case in which unfolding should take place), green when
just selected, grey when previously selected and no longer selectable.(Clearly,
the reader need to be imaginative enough to guess these colors on the grey
level interpretation of this screenshot!)
Fig. 1. Unfolded and unfoldable operators
We decide to stop domain splitting and ask for the generation of one test
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sequence for each of these four sub-domains.
(i) The ﬁrst test sequence reach the objective when cycle 1 is set to be the
initial cycle:
#Cycle start abort open duration rem_time cooking bell
1 true false false 1 1 true false
0 false false false 1 0 false true
(ii) The second test sequence reaches the objective when start is true at
cycle 1 and remaining_time is set to 0 at the previous cycle. Thus, this
occurrence of start begins a new cooking.
#Cycle start abort open duration rem_time cooking bell
2 false false false 1 0 false false
1 true false false 1 1 true false
0 false false false 1 0 false true
(iii) The third test sequence reach the objective when this start is a re-start
(remaining_time is maintained). Thus, open must occur at cycle 2 to
create this situation. This sequence is then ﬁnished so as to complete the
test objective.
#Cycle start abort open duration rem_time cooking bell
4 true false false 1 1 true false
3 false false true 1 1 false false
2 false false false 1 1 false false
1 true false false 1 1 true false
0 false false false 1 0 false true
(iv) The last sequence corresponds to a normal cooking with any duration
time.
#Cycle start abort open duration rem_time cooking bell
2 true false false 2 2 true false
1 false false false 2 1 true false
0 false false false 2 0 false true
Even though this splitting process was not obvious and requires a good
understanding of the unfolding of Lustre operators, it only involved a single
deﬁnition at one cycle. Another way to proceed allows the user to unfold op-
erators not from their deﬁnition but directly in the constraint system deﬁning
a sub-domain. Two tools are then available in GATeL: the constraint system
for each test case, and a test tree showing the splitting process.
Going back to the initial propagation step after loading the test description,
the deﬁnition of the variable remaining_time is contained in the constraint
system and simpliﬁed as follows (where pre(remaining_time1) is replaced by
remaining_time2) 1 :
1 Compare with the original deﬁnition in section 2
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remaining_time1 =
duration1
->
if start1
then if remaining_time2 = 0
then duration1
else remaining_time2
else if (remaining_time2 > cycle_duration)
then (remaining_time2 - cycle_duration)
else 0
We can then follow the same splitting process as before on the successive
versions of this deﬁnition at cycle 1. Each new version is calculated according
to the unfolding calculus given in the previous section. The diﬃcult point
here is to clearly recognize which case corresponds to the propagation of which
value. A test tree is designed for this purpose, illustrating the splitting process
and also allowing to directly select operators from popup menus attached to
its leaves. For instance, at the end of this process, we get the tree of Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Test tree
5.3 Functional scenarios
Unfolding is a simple answer to the need of splitting the domain of a test
objective. However for methodological reasons this process may not be appli-
cable on complex examples. When the decomposition sought implies several
variables at several cycles, the choice of the right operator to unfold may
become harder. This is also the case even on simpler decompositions, when
many operators are unfoldable. Moreover, as we saw on the above example,
the splitting process may create auxiliary test cases which complicate the ex-
amination of the generated test sequences. For instance, only two cases in
four were really needed (iii and iv), while the other two are cumbersome.
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For these reasons, we also propose a split directive in GATeL to attach
predeﬁned functional scenarios to one variable. Each scenario represents one
expected case of the decomposition, and is deﬁned as any boolean Lustre
observation of the past. This directive follows the syntax:
(*! split var with [case_1,...,case_n] !*)
When activated, this directive splits the global system into n cases contain-
ing respectively each boolean expression casei constrained to be true. Notice
that to be activated, this directive needs the deﬁnition of its attached vari-
able to have been introduced into the constraint system (either due to direct
constraint propagation or due to an interactive unfolding).
Let us consider again the decomposition of the previous section. In order
to force this decomposition with a split directive, two scenarios are deﬁned:
one where the door remains closed during cooking, and another one where the
door has been opened during cooking, both without abort since the beginning
of cooking. With these scenarios the test objective is simpliﬁed as follows:
(*! reach bell !*)
(*! split bell with [
bell and once_at_least(start)
and never_since_last(abort, start, false)
and never_since_last(open,start,false),
bell and once_at_least(start)
and never_since_last(abort, start, false)
and current_when_bool(
(duration > remaining_time) and
(remaining_time > 0),
start)] !*)
The current_when_bool operator is the GATeL deﬁnition of the com-
bination of the Lustre operators current and when, which are not directly
implemented in GATeL. It states that when the start variable is true, then
remaining_time is less than initial duration and strictly positive, which cor-
respond to a restart conﬁguration.
When the corresponding Lustre description is loaded, the split directive
is directly unfoldable. When selected, two test cases are created according
to each predeﬁned scenario. The generation of test sequences then gives for
instance two sequences similar to sequences 3 and 4 above.
This directive may also be seen as an integration testing technique. When
declared in an embedded node, it deﬁnes the integration strategy of related
outputs very early in the development process, by stating functional scenarios
for them. In such situations, unfolding techniques are complementary since
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the activation of split directives requires the attached variable to be present
in the current constraint system.
6 Performances
GATeL performances allow complex Lustre descriptions to be treated. These
performances are illustrated on one of the test objectives of the SRIC case
study [1]. This objective needs test sequences of at least 1000 cycles with
complex constraints: boolean constraints involving comparisons and timers
whose parameters are constrained by the same constraints at previous cycles.
The system is composed of at least 7000 constraints - this number represents
the maximum number reached, since it dynamically evolves during resolution
- over a thousand cycles. It takes GATeL 10 seconds and 7 mega-bytes of
memory to compute adequate test sequences (on a PC 1.4GHz Linux platform
with 512 MB of memory). The ﬁrst 7 seconds are used to build and propagate
the initial constraints system creating one thousand cycles with adequate val-
uations of inputs, then test generation takes only the remaining 3 seconds, of
which 2.9 seconds are used for the evaluation of the expected outputs.
These performances were conﬁrmed on another complex case study treated
by the IRSN (the French nuclear veriﬁcation authority) in the BE-SECS Eu-
ropean project. One of the test objectives is reached in 80 cycles, each con-
taining 247 procedures call, and involving 10,000 constraints altogether. The
generation of test sequences takes 1 minute and 18 mega-bytes of memory.
7 Conclusion
GATeL provides several basic mechanisms to deﬁne selection strategies: gen-
eration of a sequence leading to a test objective, interactive domain split-
ting from predeﬁned operators sub-cases or user-deﬁned subdomains. As dis-
cussed in the introduction, unlike other approaches in model-based testing
[6,11,17,19], no particular strategy has been deﬁned. Our choice was to allow
the users to ﬁnely tune their own selection strategies according to the testing
context. Classical strategies for unit or integration testing can nevertheless
be implemented through unfolding of operators and split directives. Branch
testing or bounded path testing can be achieved by a systematic unfolding
of boolean operations. A systematic unfolding of comparisons and boolean
decisions is a way to provide some boundary testing. Concerning integration
testing, sub-cases deﬁned by split directives give a functional decomposition
which abstracts the behavior of the integrated components.
On the other hand, when the tester suspects some special types of behav-
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ior to be badly implemented, it is important to provide him or her with the
means to focus on the relevant parts of the model. The ﬁne-tuning of pre-
deﬁned operator case analysis combined with interactive unfolding and split
directives make it possible to discard many irrelevant details during test case
selection. We are aware that the use of GATeL requires some understanding of
the propagation mechanism, particularly during interactive domain splitting.
This diﬃculty has been alleviated by the many ways in which information
from GATeL’s constraint store is made available to the user (analysis and
pretty-printing of current constraints, choice tree presentation, . . . ) and by
navigation facilities between the various representations.
The handling of real and ﬂoating point numbers in GATeL is still being
studied. This point introduces diﬃculties of various sorts. The kernel has
to be extended so as to manage constraints on these new types. (A French
national research action, V3F is focused on the design of a constraint solver
for ﬂoating point number arithmetic.) Moreover, these data types introduce
observability problems for the oracle step: computation accuracy may change
outputs at any cycle, and may cause some temporal shifts (e.g.: comparisons
of ﬂoating-point numbers as timing parameters).
The activation of split directives may require many operators to be un-
folded leading to undesired leaves in the test tree. In further work, we will
study the means to automate this unfolding process in order to get only the
single leaf concerning this activation. This would allow deeply embedded crit-
ical components to be thoroughly tested.
In GATeL, a test case is characterized by a partial instantiation of relevant
data ﬂows and a constraint system. Given a test sequence provided by an
external source, it is possible to check whether such a test case is covered or
not by this sequence. This can be achieved through sequence overlapping and
constraint resolution. Generalized to several test cases and sequences, this
could be used to qualify these sequences for acceptance testing or certiﬁcation
purposes.
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